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Preface
This report consists of two papers dealing with optimal control of 
systems with slow nonlinearities modeled as singularly perturbed systems.
In the method developed a composite control is designed in two stages. A 
slow nonlinear and a fast linear subproblem need to be solved.
The first paper by Chow and Kokotovic establishes stabilizing and 
near optimality properties of the composite control in the deterministic case. 
In the second paper by Bensoussan the same system is considered with white 
noise disturbance inputs. The presence of noise smoothed the system behavior 
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ABSTRACT
The composite control proposed in an earlier paper for a class of 
singularly perturbed nonlinear systems is now shown to possess properties 
essential for near-optimal feedback design. It asymptotically stabilizes the 
desired equilibrium and produces a finite cost which tends to the optimal 
cost for a slow problem as the singular perturbation parameter tends to zero. 
Thus the well-posedness of the full regulator problem is established. The 
stability results are also applicable to two-time scale systems which are 
not singularly perturbed, and the paper does not assume the knowledge of 
singular perturbation techniques.
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1. Introduction
A conceptually appealing framework for simultaneous stabilization 
and optimization of feedback systems consists in requiring that the Bellman’s 
optimal value function be in the same time a Lyapunov -function. This has been 
elegantly achieved in Kalman’s linear regulator theory as a culmination of 
earlier efforts by Lurie, Krasovski, Bellman, and many others. However, in 
dealing with nonlinear problems, the Lyapunov-Bellman concept has serious 
drawbacks. One of them, the notorious "curse of dimensionality," is 
frustrating to practitioners. Another one, the question of existence and 
differentiability of the optimal value function, disturbs the analytically 
minded. Similar difficulties appear on the Lyapunov side because of the lack 
of general methods for constructing Lyapunov functions. Nevertheless, the 
optimum stabilization continues to be one of the fertile concepts stimulating 
the development of numerical and analytical methods for nonlinear regulator 
design [4-7]. Most analytical methods assume that the linear part of the system is 
dominant and design a linear regulator as a first approximation, to be subsequently 
corrected by series expansions [5,7]. This approach is applicable to many 
nonlinear systems, but it also has important limitations. First, it is not 
directly applicable if the linear part is not dominant, second, calculation 
of expansions increases the dimensionality difficulties, and, third, .ill- 
conditioning due to fast and slow phenomena remains.
The two-time-scale approach presented in this paper avoids lineari­
zation and directly addresses the dimensionality and ill-conditioning 
difficulties. Its philosophy can simply be stated as follows: "Design the
slow subsystem first, by assuming that the fast subsystem has already reached 
its steady state. Then design the fast subsystem for a set of constant values
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of the states of the slow subsystem. Combine the two designs by guaranteeing 
stability and near-optimality properties of the resulting system . " The method 
proposed in [3] and developed here implements this design philosophy on the 
systems nonlinear in slow variables and linear in fast variables and control.
The class of systems considered is assumed to be in the 
standard singular perturbation form exhibiting explicitly a parameter y, which 
can be interpreted as the order of magnitude of the ratio of the slow and 
fast state speeds. Although this form simplifies the definition of the sub­
systems, the paper does not require any familiarity with singular perturbation 
techniques. The slow and fast subsystems can be considered as postulates 
whose validity is subsequently demonstrated by the properties of the actual 
system controlled by the proposed composite control. Since the proofs of 
these properties are elementary and make use of only Bellman’s principle of 
optimality and Lyapunov-type arguments, the paper can be read with no more 
than a basic background in control theory. The steps of the design procedure 
are presented on a simple example. The method of this paper is radically 
different from the finite interval trajectory optimization results of [8,9] 
because of the stability and boundedness requirements fundamental 
in infinite time problems, which require feedback solutions.
4
2. Full Problem
The problem considered is to optimally control the nonlinear system
x =  a^(x) +  A^(x)z +  B^(x)u, x(0) =  x
0
(2.1a)
yz =  a2(x) +  A2(x )z +  B2(x)u, N /'-S o '—s II N
O
(  - l b )
with respect to the cost function
00
J = / [p(x)+ s'(x)z+ z'Q(x)z+ u'R(x)u]dt (2.2)
o
where y > 0 is the singular perturbation parameter, x, z are n-, m-dimensional 
states, respectively, u is an r-dimensional control and the prime denotes a 
transpose. Regulator problems where the system is linear in the control and 
nonlinear in the state have been considered earlier [6]. Here the system is 
also linear in the fast state variable z, as is for example, the case with 
models of dc motors and synchronous machines [2]. We make an assumption which 
in addition to differentiability and positivity properties of terms in (2.1), 
(2.2) also guarantees that the origin is the desired equilibrium.
Assumption I: There exists a domain D C R n , containing the origin as an 
interior point, such that for all x G D  functions a^, a^, A^, A^, A2 , B^, B^, 
p, s, R, and Q are differentiable with respect to x; a^, a^, p, and s are 
zero only at x=0; Q and R are positive definite matrices for all x €D; the 
scalar p + s ’z+z'Qz is a positive definite function of its arguments'x and z, 
that is, it is positive except for x = 0, z = 0 where it is zero.
An approach to the full problem (2.1), (2.2) would be to assume that 
a differentiale optimal value function V(x,z,y) exists satisfying Bellman's 
principle of optimality
0 = min[p + s 'z + z'Qz + u'Ru + Vx (a^+A^z+B^u)+ —  (a^+A^z+B^u) ] (2.3)
5
where V , V denote the partial derivatives of V. Since the control minimizing X z
(2.3) is
um (2.4)
the problem would consist in solving the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
0 = p + x ’z + z ’Qz + V
V(0,0,y) = 0. (2.5)
This would be a difficult task even for well behaved nonlinear systems. Due to
systems (2.1) increase. The method of this paper avoids these difficulties.
In contrast we take advantage of the fact that as y->-0 the slow and the fast 
phenomena in (2.1) separate. We do not deal with the problem (2.1), (2.5) 
directly. Instead we define two separate lower dimensional subproblems, slow 
and fast. The assumption about existence and differentiability of the optimal 
value function is then made only for the slow subproblem, while the assumption 
for the fast subproblem is similar to those made for linear quadratic 
problems. The solutions of the two subproblems are combined into a composite 
control whose stabilizing and near optimal properties are the main subject of 
the paper.
3. Slow Subproblem
Because of the presence of y, system (2.1) exhibits a "boundary 
layer," that is, a fast transient in the variable z, after whose decay both 
x and z vary slowly with time. Setting y = 0 the fast transient is neglected,
that is,
6
x = a_(x ) + A-(x )z + B.(x )u , x (0) = x s I s  l s s  l s s  s o
0 = a2(xs) + A2(xs)zs + B2(xs)us ’ 
and, since is assumed to exist,




is eliminated from (3.1a) and (2.2). Then the slow subproblem is to optimally 
control the slow subsystem
x = a (x ) + B (x )u, x (0) = x s o s o s ’ s o (3.3)
with respect to
where
3 = / [p (x ) + 2s ' (x )u + u fR (x )u ]dts 1 o s o s s  s o s s  0
ao = al - AlA2la2
bo = b i - a ia;1b2
Po = P - s'A^la2 + a2A2_lQA2la2 
so = B ^ C Q A ^ - i s )
Ro = R + B-A^1QA^1B2.
(3.4)
(3.5)
We note that x ^ = 0 is the desired equilibrium of the slow subsystem (3.3) for
all x GD, since, in view of Assumption I, a (0) = 0 and the integrand*in (3.4) s o
is positive definite in x and u , that iss s
p (x ) + 2s ’ (x ) u + u fR (x )u > 0, x ^0, u ^0. o s  o s  s s o  s s s s (3.6)
Our crucial Assumption II concerns the existence of the optimal 
value function L(x ) for the slow subproblem satisfying the optimality principle
0 = m m  p (x ) + 2s (x )u + u  R (x )u + L  (a (x )+B (x )u )] u o s o s s  s o s s  x o s o s s s
(3.7)
7
where L denotes the derivative of L with respect to its argument x , TheX S
elimination of the minimizing control
u = -R 1(s B ’L ’ ) s o o 2 o x (3.8)
from (3.7) results in the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
0 = (p -sfR_1s ) + L (a -B R_1s ) - 7 L B R_1B ,L ’ , L(0) = 0,
o  0 0 0  x  o o o o  4 x 0 0  o x
(3.9)
where, due to (3.6), p -s’R ^s is positive definite in D.* o o o o
Assumption II: For all xgGD equation (3.9) has a unique differentiable
positive definite solution L(xg) with the property that positive constants 
k^, k2» k^, k^ exist such that
k.L L f < -L a < k0L L* 1 x x “ x  o ~ 2 x x
k~a'a < -L a < k.a'a . 3 o o “ x o  4 o o
(3.10)
(3.11)
Assumption II allows L(xg) t0 be used as a Lyapunov function 
guaranteeing the asymptotic stability of xg = 0 for the slow subsystem (3.3) 
controlled by (3.8), that is for the feedback system
-1 — -r ’t.M = px = a - B R (s + ^ B TL T) = a ( x ) .  s o 00  o 2 o x  o s (3.12)
It also guarantees that D belongs to the region of attraction of xg = 0. For
convenience we will take a level surface L(xg) = cq to be the boundary of D.
It is pointed out that Assumption II does not guarantee the exponential
stability. This would be unnecessarily restrictive and would exclude some
. 3common slow subsystems such as x = -x .
J s s
Conditions (3.10), (3.11) characterize the slow subproblem solution
L by bounding the rate L = L^a^ at which it decays to zero along the trajectories 
of (3.12). These bounds encompass a larger class of nonlinear systems than
8
do some more common conditions based on exponential stability of linearized 
models [5,7]. When the solution L of the slow subproblem is known, conditions 
(3.10), (3.11) are readily verifiable. This is how they are used in our two 
stage design. We first solve the slow subproblem by one of the existing 
methods, taking advantage of the fact that its dimensionality is lower than 
that of the full problem. At the end of this stage L is known and (3.10), (3.11) 
are checked. If they are satisfied, we proceed to the second stage, that is 
we solve the fast subproblem.
4. Fast Subproblem
To motivate the formulation of the fast subproblem we observe that x
being predominantly slow means that only an 0(y) error is made by replacing x
with x , or vice versa. Thus, when we subtract (3.1b) from (2.1b) we obtain s
the system
y(z-z ) = A0(x)(z-z ) + B (x)(u-u ) - yz (4.1)S 2 S 2 s s
which can be further simplified by neglecting the r.h.s. 0(y) term -yzg .
Defining z = z-z and u = u-u the system (4.1) becomes f s f s
yzf = A2(x)zf + B2(x)uf, zf(0) = zq-zs (0). (4.2)
Following a similar reasoning we define
00
Jf = / (z^Q(x)zf + u^R(x)uf)dt. (4.3)
o
Now (4.2) and (4.3) constitute our fast subproblem for each fixed xED. It has 
the familiar linear quadratic form.
Assumption III: For every fixed xED
9
rank[B2> A2B2,...,A2 = m. (4.4)
Alternatively a less demanding stabilizability assumption can be made.
Recalling also that R(x) >0, Q(x) >0 (see Assumption I), we obtain, for each 
xED, the optimal solution of the fast subproblem
uf(zf,x) = -R 1(x)B^(x)K(x)zf (4.5)
where K(x) is the positive definite solution of the x-dependent Riccati equation
0 = KA2 + ApC- KB2R-1B^K + Q. (4.6)
The control (4.5) is stabilizing in the sense that the fast feedback system
yzf = (A2~B2R ^BpC)z^ = A2(x)zf (4.7a)
has the property that
ReA[A2(x) ] < 0, VxED. (4.7b)
5. The Composite Control
Compared to the full problem (2.1)-(2,5), the subproblems are
easier to solve due to the fact that the fast subproblem, although parameter
dependent, is a linear regulator problem and the slow subproblem, although
nonlinear, is of a lower order than the full problem. However, the controls
u and uf are applicable to the slow and the fast subsystems, respectively,
which do not exist in reality. Our goal is to use ug and u^ to
control the actual full system (2.1). To accomplish this we now form a
'composite' control uc = us+u^, in which xg is replaced by x, and z^ by
z + A 0̂ (a_+B0u (x)). Thus the composite control is 2 2 2 s
10
u (x,z) = u (x) - r"1B1K(z + A_1(a0-B-u (x))) c s z z z z s
= -R_1(s + \  B'l ') -R^BlKtz + A"1^ ) (5.1)o o z o s  z z z
where
i2(x) = a2 - i  B2R"1(B[L^ + B^V1), 52(0) = 0
V' = -(s' + 2alK+L A_ )A~1 1 2 x 1 2
A± = Ax - (5.2)
Note that u is independent of y, which simplifies the design procedure when y c
is a small but unknown parameter.
For u to be a meaningful feedback control of the system (2.1), it
must first of all be a stabilizing control. Furthermore for u^ to be a
candidate for the optimization of (2.2), the full system (2.1) controlled by
u must result in a bounded cost (2.2). As y ->0, the full cost should approach c
the cost of the slow subproblem. This would imply that u^ is a near-optimal 
control and that the regulator problem is well-posed. The boundedness and 
near-optimality results in the subsequent sections are new, while the stability 
result is essentially the same as [3], but in a new simpler form.
6. Stability
The full system (2.1) controlled by the composite control (3.1) is
x = a^ + A^z + b -lu c = a^(x) + A^(x)z, x(0) = xo
yz = a^ + A^z + = a2^  + z(0) = ZQ (6.1)
where
3i ■ v f ¥ 1(,K + B 2V ' SjW) = o , (6.2)
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and has the following stability property.
Theorem 6.1: If Assumptions I-III are satisfied, there exists a y * >0 such
that the equilibrium x = 0, z =0 of system (6.1) is asymptotically stable for 
all ye (0,y*].
Proof: Introducing
zr = z + A~1a2, z^(0) = z^ + A01 (xrt)a0(xrt)2 o 2 o' = zfo
and F(x)= (A 1a0) , we rewrite (6.1) as z z x
x - a + A, z ., o I f




Observing that (6.4a) has the form of the slow subsystem (3.12) with the 
additional forcing term A^zf and that (6.4b) is an 0(y) perturbation of the 
fast subsystem (4.2) controlled by the fast control u^ (4.5), that is of (4.7a), we 
use the sum of the slow and the fast Lyapunov functions
v(x,zf,y) = L(x) + ayz’K(x)zf (6.5)
as a tentative Lyapunov function for (6.4) where a is a positive scalar to be 
chosen. Since L(x) >0 and K(x) >0 in D, v is positive definite for all x£D, 
zfeRm and y>0. The proof consists in showing that the time derivative v of v 
with respect to (6.4) is negative definite. After completing the squares 
v can be put in the form
v = -g(x,y) ac’Q(x)c- az^M(x,zf ,y)zf (6 .6)
12
where
g = - L a  - y ’Q_1y/2aX U
y = A V  + 2ayKFa l x  o
(6.7)
C = zf - Q y/a
M = Q/2 + KB2R_1B'K- y(KFAx + A ^ F ’K) - yK.
Using the fact that x-dependent quantities in g are bounded for x eD,
that is,
H AiQ"1!^1 < k5, I A1Q"”1KFll < k6, 4IIF’KQ-1KFll < k?, (6.8)
and recalling that k.L L 1 < -L a , k0a ’a < -L a , see (3.10),(3.11), we obtain ° l x  x~ x o 3 o o~ x o
-1 2 2 — — -y !Q~ y < (kc + 3ayk,)L L* + (3ayk. + a y k7)a’a < -aL I (6.9)6 x x 6 7 o o  x o
where
a(ay) = k-^ (kc + 3ayk£) + k,.'*'(3ayk, + a^y^k7) . (6.10)1 j b j o /
It follows from (6.9) that
g > -L I (l-cr/2a) (6.11)" x o
and hence, to make g positive definite, it is sufficient to choose a > a /2.
A convenient choice is to take a to be the value of a when ay = l. Since a 
is a monotonically increasing function of a y > 0, this choice implies that
g > - 7 L a > 0 Vye (0, ^-]. (6.12)
To complete the proof we need to show that M is also positive definite.
Noting that the first two terms of M are positive definite we now establish 
that they dominate the last two terms, which are small for y sufficiently 
small. Using the bounds (6.8) and
13
II ¿11 = IIK xll < II K IIII a + A_ z Jl (6 .13)X X o 1 f
we conclude that there exist positive constants y^ and kg such that
M > j  ( Q + K B ^ ^ B ^ K )  (6.14)
holds for all xED, all z^ such that I ẑ ll < kg, and all y€ (0,y^]. Thus for all
y€(0,y*], y* = min(-^ , y ^  (6.15)
the derivative v of v in (6.5) for system (6.1), or, equivalently, for system 
(6.4), is negative definite and hence the equilibrium x=0, z = 0, is 
asymptotically stable.
From this proof we can readily obtain an estimate of the region of
attraction of x=0, z=0. A well known estimate is the set of points x, z
encompassed by the largest closed surface v(x,z,y) = c* for which v is negative 
definite. To each fixed y6 (0,y*] there corresponds one such set denoted by 
S . All S sets contain all xED, but differ in the magnitudes of z, because,
y y
as it can be inferred from the above proof, the larger y is, the smaller z^ is 
allowed. Thus the set corresponding to the largest value of y, that is to y*, is 
the largest set and is denoted by S*. Since this set is the intersection of
all S sets, it can serve as a common estimate for the regions of attraction
y
for all values of yG (0,y*]. A proof of this fact consists of the calculations 
analogous to those leading to (6.6) through (6.15), but this time for v with y 
fixed at y = y*, that is for v(x,z,y*), rather than for v(x,z,y). Omitting 
these calculations we state the result in the form useful for our subsequent
analysis.
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Corollary 6.2: Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 there exist positive
constants y* and c* such that the set
S*(x,z) = {x,z: v(x,z,y*) < c*} (6.16)
belongs to the region of attraction of x = 0, z = 0 for all ye (0,y*], that is 
all trajectories of (6.1) originating in S* at t = 0 remain in S* for all t> 0  
and converge to x = 0, z = 0, as t -> °°.
7. Boundedness of J
Asymptotic stability of an equilibrium at the origin is not
sufficient to guarantee that an integral of the type (2.2) will be finite along
the trajectories asymptotically converging to this equilibrium. For example,
2 5 2when the control u = -x -x is applied to the system x = x  +u, then the equilibrium 
x = 0  of x = - x5 is asymptotically stable. However the solutions for x(0) = x q t  0 
are
x(t) = sign(xQ) (4t + (x q ) 4) lŷ 4 , (7.1)
and hence the cost
00
J = / (x 4 + 1/2 u^)dt (7.2)
o
is infinite. Thus it is not sufficient that our composite control be only a 
stabilizing control. To qualify as a candidate for near-optimality u^ must also 
produce a bounded J. To show that this is the case we use the following lemma 
from [1], which is implicit in [4,6].
Lemma 7.1: Suppose that system (2.1) controlled by u(x,z) has x=0, z = 0  as
its asumptotically stable equilibrium for all xo ,ZQ eS, Let this fact be 
established by a positive definite Lyapunov function q(x,z), whose derivative
q(x,z) is negative definite in S. If there exists a ball 3 centered at 
x=0, z = 0 such that for all x,ze 3,
15
p + s ’z + z ’Q z + u ’R u + q ^ O ,  (7.3)
then the cost (2.2) is finite along all the trajectories which originate in S 
and is bounded from above by q.
Proof: Let t^ be the instant when a trajectory x originating from x ^ z ^ S
enters the ball 3 through xQ, z for the last time and stays in 3 thereafter.
p  p
The part of the cost along x over the finite interval [0,t ] is obviously 
finite. Denoting the remaining part of the cost over (t^,00) by and 
integrating (7.3) from t^ to « we obtain
Jg + [q(0,0)-q(Xg > z^)] < 0 (7.4)
which in view of q(0,0) = 0 and the fact that q(x^,zg) is finite, proves that Jg 
is bounded.
To apply this lemma we substitute (5.1) and (6.3) for u^ and z, 
respectively into
CO oo
J = J (p+ s ’z + z ’Qz+ u ’Ru )dt = / fc (x,z)dt (7.5)
o C o
and rewrite the integrand as
f (x,z) = -Lxio -s.jzf + z£(Q + KB2R'1B2K)zf = f(x,zf) ' (7.6)
where
s ± = s + KB2R”1(B1Lx + B 2V1) + 2(Q+ k b2R"'1b ,2K)^21^2* (7*7)
It is important to note that the dependence on zf in (7.6) is indicated 
explicitly, that is, the term LxIq is independent of zf. Furthermore, 
f(x, -z^)>0 because f(x,z^) > 0 for all x G D  and z^E R  , x ̂  0, z^^O.
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Theorem 7.2: Under Assumptions I-III, the composite control uc produces a
cost J which is bounded from above by 4v for all y€ (0,y*]. c
Proof: From (6.12) and (6.15) we obtain
f(x,z^) + 4v < -f(x, - z p  < 0. (7.8)
From Theorem 6.1 we know that 4v is a Lyapunov function for system (6,4) and 
we use it as q in Lemma 7.1, which in view of (7.4) completes the proof.
8. Near Optimality
The question can now be posed whether u^, being a stabilizing control
which produces a bounded cost, is also near optimal in the sense that as y ■* 0
the cost J tends to the optimal cost for y = 0, that is the optimal cost L(x) c
of the reduced problem. This question is answered by expressing Jc as
J (z,x,y) = L(x) + yV’(x)z + yz?K(x)z + yJ,(x,z,y) (8.1)c l  H
where the first two y-terms are suggested by the linear-quadratic form of the 
fast subproblem. If we prove that remains bounded as y + 0, this will 
guarantee that J (x,z,y)L(x).
Theorem 8.1: Under Assumptions I-III, the composite control produces cost
(8.1) in which remains bounded as y-*-0.
Proof: Cost Jc(x,z,y) of system (2.1) controlled by uc satisfies partial
differential equation
p + s ’z + z fQz + u ’Ru + (J ) (a- + A-z + B.. u )K c c c'x 1 1 1 c
+ (Jc)z(a2 + A2z + B2uc)/y = 0, (8.2)
Jq (0,0,y) = 0.
We have shown in [3] that the substitution of (8.1) into (8.2) and the use of 
(3.9), (4.6), and (5.2), reduce (8.2) to
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J4x (a1 + A1z) + ~  J4z â2 + A2Z  ̂ = "(viz + z’Kz)x^ 1 + A!z) »
J4(0,0,y) = 0. (8.3)
This expression, and the fact following from Theorem 7.1 that yJ^ is bounded, 
are used in the Appendix to complete the proof.
In addition to the near optimality of the composite control, Theorem 8,1 
also shows that the full regulator problem is well posed in the sense that the 
same cost results from neglecting y in the system model and then applying the 
control ug to (3.3), or first applying the control u^ to (2.1) and then 
neglecting y.
9. Two Stage Design
The steps of the proposed two stage design will be presented on a 
simple example of the system
x 3 34 X + z (9.1a)
yz = -z + u (9.1b)
and the cost functional
00
J = / (x^+y Z ^ + y  u^)dt. (9.2)
J 4 4o
Step 1 ; The slow subproblem
xs
3 3y  x4 s + us
J = / (x + u )dt s J s s o
consists in solving the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
(9.3)
(9.4)
L(0) = 0 (9.5)
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which yields
L = 1 4 4 Xs
1 3u = - —  x , Xs 2 s s
5 3- 7- x 4 s
Step 2 : Testing the conditions (3.10), (3.11)
. 5  5 6 . 6k-x < -r xc < k0x , 1 s 4 5 “ 2 s*
25, 6 5 6 25 , 6T7 k.x < ~r x < —  k. x , 16 3 s “ 4 s 16 4 s
we see that they are satisfied by
k3 k4 5kl k2 4 ’
Step 3: The fast subproblem
pZf = -zf + uf
, , .3 2,1 2.Jf = / ( 4 zf + 4 uf)dt
is in this case independent of x and its solution is
uf = -2r = ~2z^.
Step 4 ; The design is completed by forming the composite control








and applying it to the full system (9.1). The final feedback system' (6.1) is
x = 3 3 ,- 7- x + z4
yz = -x - 2z .
(9.14a)
(9.14b)
It should be noted that this system could not have been designed by methods 
based on linearization, since its linearized model at x = 0, z =0 has a zero 
eigenvalue. However, Theorem 6.1 guarantees that the equilibrium x=0, z = 0 
is asymptotically stable for y sufficiently small.
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Step 5 : With the help of Theorem 6.1 and Corollary
analyze stability properties of the designed system
1 3transformed by z ^ = z + y  x into (6.4), that is into
5 3x = - - r x + z_4 f
15 5 3 2*yzf = -y -g- x - (2 - y y  x )zf.
6.2 we can further 
(9.14) which is first
(9.17a)
(9.17b)
The Lyapunov function (6.5) is
1 4 1 2v = t  x + ay 7 z,4 4 f (9.18)
and to analyze its derivative (6.6) we evaluate the bounds (6.8),
k5 - 3 ’
, . 4 1 3  2
k6 - 3 4 2 x
, . , 9x 1 4 
k7 " 4 4 16 3 • (9.19)
They are to be used to find an a guarateeing that g in (6.7) is positive
definite for all xeD. In this example the choice of D is free, since the
slow subsystem is asymptotically stable in the large. Suppose that we are
1  1 3interested in xe [0, y ]. Then k6 > y , k y  > yy and a is obtained from (6.10) 
as a=a(l), that is
_ .3. , 1,3 , _3,
a 5 3 + 8 + 4 8+ 64
881 
480 * (9.20)
With this a it can be easily verified that
5 6,. 8 f 15 2.2v n , Q 91>.g = ^ x (l-yi=y d  "^6 a^x ) ) > 0 (9.21)
for all xe (0, y] and all ye (0, y] . Next we find such that
w 3 , 1  3 2 n
M = F + 4 - ^ 4 x >0




guarantees that v is negative definite for all yE (0,y ], all xE [0, —  ] , and 
all z^. We note that in this example there is no bound on because K = 0 
and hence M does not depend on z^. In general a bound on z^ would be required 
for positive definiteness of M. It should also be noted that for a different 
set of x, a different y* would be obtained. The presented sequence of 
conditions for v< 0 is convenient when y is a parameter at the designer’s 
disposal. When y is a fixed physical parameter, an alternative treatment 
of (9.20), (9.21), and (9.22) starting with y given, would determine the 
allowed x and, in general, z^.
Conclusion
The proposed composite control circumvents the dimensionality and 
conditioning difficulties and takes advantage of the two time scale behavior of 
the considered class of nonlinear systems. In spite of the singularly perturbed 
form (2.1), these systems need not be singularly perturbed, that is y need not be 
small. Among the results of this paper are the specific bounds on y, which, as 
the example shows, can be 0.5 or larger. Estimates of the region of stability are 
given which depend on y, but not on the assumption that y ->■ 0. The only result that 
remains restricted to y 0 is near optimality. It is conceivable that by a 
similar development bounds on the performance loss can be obtained. ,Another 
improvement is likely in relaxing conditions (3.10), (3.11). There exist 
successful applications of the composite control when (3.10), (3.11) are 
not satisfied. Nonetheless (3.10), (3.11) are less restrictive than exponential 
stability conditions based on linearization. In the first stage of the two- 
stage design the lower order nonlinear slow subproblem needs to be solved.
It would be of interest to develop a numerical method whereby along the slow
21
solution also the local values of the fast subproblem matrix K(x) would be 
generated. Finally, the assumption that the fast variables appear linearly 
avoids technical complications, but is not crucial for the applicability of the 




We complete the proof of Theorem 8.1 by first rewriting J as 
J = L + yV^ (zr + z_) + y (zr + z^) TK(z^ + zg) + yJA1 f s' ‘f s' (Al)
= L + yV-z. + yzrKz_ + yJ, I t  t f 4
_-l
z = -A0 (x)a (x) S 2 2
ri L  1 S
z = z, + z ,f s
V = V, + 2Kz , J - J, + V ’z + z'Kz . 1 1  s 4 4 1 s s s
(A2)
With respect to system (6.4) J satisfies the partial differential equation
f(x,z_) + (J ) (a +A zf) + (J ) (yFa + ( A9 + yFA )z_) - 0 f c x o l f  c z  o 2 I t (A3)
where f is given in (7.6). Taking the partials of in (Al) and substituting
into (A3), we obtain
< V x *  + (V z Zf ■ - ( ^ V lx + ViF + 2z^F)(S0 + A1zf) - z ’Kzf = -fj. (A4)
A further substitution
V, = ( A p ’h s ^ A ^ ) (A5)
where Sp is as in (7.7), makes it possible to complete the squares like in 
(6.6). We thus establish that
_ _-l
_fl <-ZfJ2x + LxAlA2 F + 2zp r3FH a0 + Aizf) + zf<'J3x('ao + AlZf'>'>Zf (A6)
is bounded from above by
-[ (1 + c3)/k1 + (c1+c2)/k3]LxaQ + (2 + c^)z^zf 
and from below by





C1 2 > Hl = *iA2 F
= 2 2I|H2H28 ’ H2 = (V1x +2KF)I£
, -,--1 -
c > IH3H3« , H3 - AlA2 fa3
(A9)
c, > lK + i  (V, + 2KF)A, + ±A.'(vJ +2F'K) 4 2 lx ± Z 1 lx
1  7 i / r T '
From (6.13) we know that K, and hence c^, remain bounded as y -► 0. Furthermore,
rewriting f(x,z^)>0 in (7.6) as
s ’ z . > -L a + z ’ (Q + KB0R ^ ^ z . ,  I f  x o  t z z r (A10)
and using the fact that the right hand side quantity is positive definite for
„ - 1
all xeD, zfG R  , we obtain by substituting +A^ (a0 + A]_zf) for zf,
S1A2 âo + AlZf^!l “ ^1+ 2c5,/k3')Lxac + 2c6ZfZf (All)
where _-l , _i , --1
c¡. > ||N|| = II(A2 ) (Q + KB2R B2K)A2 I
C6 > IIA.jNA.JI.
(A12)
Combining (A6) and (All) we conclude that there exists y  > 0 such that f i s  
bounded by |yvj, which, by Lemma 7.1, proves that
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Abstract
Composite control orginally proposed in a deterministic context 
is generalized to the problem with white noise inputs. However, the 
approach used here is radically different from the deterministic approach.. 
Presence of noise smoothed the system behavior and allowed a more complete 
solution than in the deterministic case.
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INTRODUCTION
We study in this paper a stochastic version of the problem considered 
by J. H. Chow and P. Kokotovic [2]. Namely, we consider
dx = (c(x)z -fd(x) + 2p(x)v(t))dt + \J l dw^ 
dz = ̂ (a(x)z +b(x) + 2a(x)v(t))dt +JT dw2 
x(0) = x, z(0) = z
J*#B(v(.)> =E J0e~Yt[(f(x) + h(x)z)2 + v(t)2]dt.
Chow and Kokotovic have considered this problem without driving white noises.
It turns out that the introduction of the noises smoothes the system, and 
allows to obtain a fairly complete solution of the singular perturbation pro­
blem, without the assumptions made in the deterministic case. We however 
assume all function of x sufficiently smooth and bounded, and the discount Y 
large enough (but fixed).
We write formally the equation of dynamic programming and study its 
asymptotic expansion. We prove that all the terms of the expansion are uniquely 
defined and smooth (depending on the smoothness assumptions on the coefficients).
Then as in Chow and Kokotovic we consider a composite control and 
prove that it maintains the pay off bounded by a constant independent of ® .
e
From that it follows that inf z(v(*)) remains bounded as e-»0. It is possible 
from this estimate to show that the initial equation of dynamic programming 
has a maximum solution in some Sobolev space with weights (as in Bennoussan- 
Lions [1] ). However we cannot prove a convergence result for the inf. What 
we prove is that
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illf Jv Z(V <*)) ^ Un(x)V X,z 0
where V is a more restrictive class of controls (namely those for which
-y  11 12E JQe lz(t) I dt <M, where M is a constant independent of «). Moreover 
u°(x) is the 1st term of the expansion.
I would like to thank P. Kokotovic for many fruitful discussions 
and suggestions, and first of all, for having introduced me to the problem 
and organized my stay at C.S.L. (Coordinated Science Laboratory) where this 
research has taken place.
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1. Setting of the Model
Let us consider functions a(x), b(x), c(x), d(x), o(x), ¡3(x) satisfy­
ing
a, b, c, d, a, 3 smooth and bounded, a^O. (1»1)
Let w 1(t), w2 (t) be two Wiener processes, scalar, standard and independent one 
from each other.
We consider the stochastic system of the equations
28
dx = (c(x)z + d(x) + 2^(x)v(t))dt + J l dw^
dz = -|(a(x)z +b(x) + 2ct'(x)v(t))dt + J T  dw2 (1.2)
x(0) = x z(0) = z.
•°° Yt 2The control v(*) is a non anticipative process such that E JQe C |v(t)| dt <». 
We consider the payoff
00
J®>z(v(-)) - E Joe‘Yt[(f(X)+h(X)z)2 + v(t)2]dt (1.3)
where
Y >0 constant (1.4)
f, h bounded smooth functions (1.5)
we are interested in the behavior as e-»0, of the Bellman function
u S(x,z) = Inf J® (V(.)) (1.6)
v(.) x>z
eFormally we can write the Bellman equation which is satisfied by u . Namely
-Au +Yu = (f(x) +h(x)z)^ + inf[ +u* 2$v +-§■ 2c*v] +
v x
« ul+ ux(cz + d) +-g-(kaz +b)
or
6 6QU « c U _
-An +Yu +(f3u0 + - ~ )  -u (cz+d)--~ (az+b) = (f + hz)2 6 X 6
The optimal feedback is given by
e 0 e a(x)uf(x,z)
v (x,z) =-P(x)u (x,z)------- g----A
(1.7)
(1 .8)
we will refer to x as the slow system and to z as the fast system. The slow 
system is strongly nonlinear, the fast system is linear with coefficients 
depending nonlinearly on x.
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We will not study equation (1.7) for general e, it will be used to 
derive the expansion. Rather we will be interested in considering (1.6)
g
(taking it as a definition of u ) for e small. We will define a limit problem 
which will be the stochastic control problem for a reduced system (obtained 
formally after multiplication by e and setting e = 0 in the equation of the 
fast system). The stochastic control problem for the reduced system will be 
solved completely using Bellman equation. Now considering
wS(x,y) = inf J* (v( •)) 
v(-)€V X ’
where V is a restricted class of control (see (5.6)), namely the class of 
controls for which the system (slow and fast) respect a growth condition, then 




We look for an asymptotics of the following form
_ 00 p+1 .
u <x >2> = J o  sP J o  Z uf<x>
where u^ are functions to be identified.
For convenience we define
u^ = 0 for i t t  p + 2, and i,<0.
The following formulas which are easily verified
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l - i eP k < i + l >A E i
zue = Ex p=0 X=1 X-l,x
zu P+2 a p+i-=- = 2 , e 2 Iz u j« P=-l 1=1 1
uC = 2 SP I AXX p=0 1=0 Xxx
P"1
uL - p I i eP‘̂ + 1) « + 2)zM +2 
K + ^ = “ *’1 u? + pS0 ,p M o z<i +(i+1)aiO
(pUx + “ ' i )2 = 0;2e"2(ul)2 + 2ul“plo 6P_1 ¿0  zi(guPx + “ ( i + 1)ui+l)
eue . z
p+2 . p ^ ( n +1)




+ of(X- j + l)uP^ )
Pand are used in equating powers of e*z in (1.7). We remark immediate­
ly that
0u^ = 0 (2.6)
We then organize the calculations as follows. Assume that at some stage 
p i l  we know
P P p pu u . .., u,, but not ut, p+1 p 1* 0
and
u^ for D £ r ̂  p-1 l = r + l,...,0
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The case p =1 is slightly particular. We start with it. So we compute 
successively u^, uj, u^. Taking advantage of convention (2.2) and (2.6) we 
consider the sums in (2.3) with r running from 0 to ® and & from 0 to p+2.
Therefore we can write the (p,i) problem (p è 0,0 £ p +2) as follows
Jt/\ (n+1)
■U *cx- (X+1>(i + 2)u^f2 +VuX + nSo "(pujx + Q;(j+1>uj ^ < H i - j , X
p-n+1+ «(i-J+l)u--) - K . ^  + d u ^  + b ^ u ^  + a ^ 1] = < ^ =0 + 2fhZ
(2.7)
+ h * « > * - 0
we apply (2.7) with p=0, 2, which will permit us to compute u£. We obtain
4a2(u2)2 - 2au2 = h2 (2 .8)
and take
1 a + y  a2 +4a2h2
u2 = 4a
(2.9)
We next compute u^ by writing (2.7) with p=0, X=1. We get
4ofU2(pUQx + ou^) - (cUq^ + 2bu^ + au )̂ = 2fh (2.10)
from which we deduce uj’ as an affine function of u^, namely (noting
2 1 f l  2~24a u ; - a =Va + 4cf h = A)
1 uL (c“4a^ b  +2fh + 2bu2
(2 .11)
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We next obtain the equation for u^. It comes from (2.7) with p=0, £,=0. We 
obtain
0 , v  0 i / q 0 I l\2 ra  0 *1 c2
-uOk x +Y u O +(Pu Ox  + q;u 1> • [du0x + bull =f (2 .12)
But from (2.10) and (2.11) we deduce
0 1 U0x(cK:"^a) +c*(2bu2 +2fh)
^ 0 x  + Q̂ l = ----------- A------------ (2.13)
therefore from (2.12)
0 .„0 < U o / < “C-ea>2 “2(2bU2 + 2fh)2 2a
"u0xx+Yu0 + + ‘ + ^ ( 2bu2 + 2fh)(<ic-ga)u°x -du°x
b u ^ C c - ^ u * )  b <2fh+2bu2> 2
------A------------- 2------ f
'u0xx + Yu0 + u0 x ^ cb"ad  ̂+4h“(f(Q;c-Pa) +h(pb-da))J—2— - 2 2a + 4o h
4. \ 2 (o^c-ba)2 (fa -b h )2
V 0x; 2 , . 2, 2 2 , . 2, 2a +4oi h a + 4a h
(2.14)
Then u^ is solution of a nonlinear elliptic equation which will be studied in
£the next section. We can now assume p£l, we know u^ for 0^ r Sp-l, and
P P Pu , u ...ufP+1 p i
We compute successively
p+1 p+1 p+1 p
Up+2 up+l ui V
.P+1We compute u^_2 by considering (2.7) with p=p, 1 = p+2, we obtain
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n-0(^ l >x + “<n+2)̂ (pUp-n+l>X + “(p-n+2)up-nÎ2> ' [cup+lJx + a <I>f2>u^ 21 =0
i.e.
P-1
(P+2)(4oî2u 21 - a ) u ^ +  (4aguJ ‘ c > "¡*-1, x + J 1(K + l ,x + “(n+2 > V > < * £ n + l ,X
hence
+ “ (p-n+2)u^:"t21) =o
p-i
u^2  " -nSl(Pun+l,X + “ (n+2>UnÎ2)<PUp-n+l,X
+ P ü
Suppose now that we have computed
p-1
p2î]L(n ï l  = 0 i f p  = 1>
(2.15)
u;P+1 for p+2 ^ irfl
with i*:2, and we want to compute \ r Q , j££2. We consider equation (2.7), 
which we write as follows
p-1 iA(n+1)
- “L x -  ( ^ ) ( ^ 2)ut ó +Yui + nÌl jiov(i-Ê - l ) < ÎujK + “<j+1)V Î ) ( ^ j >x
+ a(i-j+l)up" ^ )  +2 0 uPx + a ( i f l ) u ^ )0 uQx + au^) + 4 ^ ( ^ _ 1^  + a ^ +1)
- tcui i , x + d u L + b ( ^ i)um + a x u r ] = °
from which we deduce
(4a2U2-a)4uP+1 = ( c ^ o ^ u ^ u ^ ^  + u^Ci + l )  (b-2ai(^u0x + ̂ 1̂
+ uPjX(d-2P(eu^ + aud)) +uPcx+(^l)(^2)u^2 -YuP (2.16)
p-1 JlA (n+1)
- S En=l j-Ov(X-p-f-n-l)
O u “x + a(j+l ) u ^ ) O u P - x + a(X-j+l)uP;^)p-n+1,
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P+1 j PIt remains to compute u^ and Uq .
We write (2.7) for p and Ss= 1. We obtain
p-1
- U!,XX - 6uP+ yuP + ;£l[ ( ^ x + ̂ ) (puP:% 2^ - n+i) + ( K , x + 2- 2+1) ( K ;
p-n+1, ,n+lx/D„p-n
,x
+ n+1)] +4oai2(puPx + au^f:L) +2 0 u ^ x + 2QfuP+1) (gu^ + cmj)




gP =duix - 2 < k  , x + iau2+1) (t>uox + ^ l )  - ntii <3u L + - r 1) + 2 - r n + 1 >
(2.18)
+ ( K , x ^ - 2 + 1 > ^ po ;n — r n+1)i + u i >xx+6u3 -yui
hence (2.17) yields
4Q^2 0 uQx + cmP+1) = (cu£x + 2bu!^1 + auP+1) =g
and by analogy with (2.10) where 2fh is replaced by g^,
- ub (c-4c4ku) + g  + 2bû "*"̂  P+1 = ox 1 P 2
U1 A (2.19)
We finally obtain the equation for u^. We write (2.7) for p, and i=0 and 
use (2.19). We obtain
‘ U 0xx + Y u 0 ' 2u2 +  n 5 l (Pu0X  +  - f 1) « H f e “  +  “u l'"+1) +  2 (pU0x +  < L) <*u 0k  
+ au*) - (du^ + bu^"1) = 0
But by analogy with (2.13)
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d 0 + 1 u0x(QC_pa) + a ( 2bu?fl + s )
K x  + <  = — ------- S------1----- ^
therefore uP as solution of
D D O  2(PUOx + °“ l)(“C'tia) 0 0+1 0- uP + YuP + u P r ---- — ---- ----------- ^  0 „P  ^ U ..P +1 —  uU0xx+TU0 + U0xL A - d] = 2 u ^ + b u ^ r - 2 ( ^ x
,P+1
+ cm1)lv a 2̂bu2 + § p^ n n+1 p-n p-n+1---A----- • nS l ^ uOx + Cml > ^ u0x +aal >
(2 .20)
3. Study of Function up
The only problem concerns function u^ which is solution of a non­
linear problem. Set u * Uq then we can write (2.14) as follows
2 2 1- u" 4 - Y u  +  u * X +Hu =v (3.1)
where X.(x), |j<(x), V(x) are given functions which are bounded and that we may 
assume as many times differentiable as we want, and Y > 0  constant. We can 
connect to (3.1) a stochastic control problem as follows
dy - (|*(y) + 2X(y)v(t))dt H-V'Fdw y(0) = x  (3.2)
CO
dx (v(*)> =E J n e Yt[v(y) + v(t)2]dt
u(x) = inf J (v(.)). 
v( •)
(3.3)
3.1. A Priori Estimates
Lemma 3.1; Assume we have a solution u of (3.1) sufficiently smooth, then
(3.4)£
m i l°°
Proof; Follows from the maximum principle.
Lemma 3.2; Same assumption as in Lemma 3.1 then
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llu'll « ^ C.
L
Proof; We follow Ladyzhenakaya Uralt*seva [1]. Define
0p(x) = exp - P(| x |2 + 1 )1 2̂
, -PPpx
Pp (| x |2 + 1)1/2
Let k ̂  1. Set
u * 9(v), 9 function defined later.
We get from (3.1) and
u* »?'v' u« acpny*2 + 9 V '  - (9"v'2 + 9 ,v") +a(x,u,ux) =0
where
a(x,e,p) = X2(x)p2 +P<(x)p+Y0 - v(x) (3.5)
hence
dpi* o a
" v' + - f = o (3.6)
The function 9 will be chosen such that
9' > 0. (3.7)
We next set
w = v'2 (3.8)
*n = (*-k)+
Ak = lx lw (x) > k *̂
If is of Lebesgue measure 0, then the result is proved. Let us assume that
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2it is of Lebesgue measure>0. We multiply (3.7) by (2v,T|),$ other the set
F
A, , hence k
v,2 + |'i(2v,^)'^pdx = °* (3.9)
Since m is 0 on the boundary of A, , we can integrate by parts
- / a P2[-v"-f,' V 2 +|,]'2v'Tldx+X 1/2
Y Y Ak (l+|x| ) 7Ak p'




P ¡¿2v"'2v,'i]dx = -/ ^v»,(2v'Tl)'dx+ J\ --- 7 ~ Y ~ T F ) V" (2v,Tl)dx
k H Ak H Ak (l+|x| )i/Z
(3.11)
hence
0 = ' 4 kPpv" (2v'1» ,dx+J>A p^ v 'tU b .'v '2
Cpn 0 a
(- +l.)]dx
V p 9 ( 1 + U I 2 ) 1 / 2  * ’ f
0 =J,Akepi'W'2 + (w -k)t-2v"2 + 2(|,')'w2 +2 1','v 'w' -2v'(|,)'
„ i,2 w '2
or using 2v" = “2w"
2Px________, 9" ^ a , ,
(l+|x|2)l/2(” Cp* W +  ^
(3.12)
,2
-I>AkPp[w'2 + (W-k)1 7  ■ 2(w-k)(^)’w2]dX =/Ak^(w-k)[2 |,' v'w' -2 || ||
L O 9" . 2Px 4- 2aw— =■ + 9" . a
9'2 + (l+|x I2)1/2 Cp'W +  Cp,)ldX
(3.13)
We have
2 2a(x) = X (x)cp' w+p- cp* v* +Yu - v
j 3 0 0 0 0
= 2XX'cp' w + X 2cp * cp** v'w + X cp' w' +p, *cp' v* + p.cp"w + pucp,v" + Yep • v* -
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^  = 2XX'cp,v ,w + 2X29"w2 + X2cP,v ,w' + H»'w + H v'w + jw *  +Yw - ^ v *




(w-k)[2|l' + X2cp'] v'w' *C[6(w-k) + |(w-k)w2(^"2 +9'2)]
,2
(w-k) ^  w* £C(w-k)[6 -  +-|w]
Since w £ 1 on A^, we majorize the other terms by
C(w-k)[ 19" |w2] + C Cp(w-k)w3 2̂
Going back to (3.13) we obtain choosing 6 small
.2
lk r ' “k r 9'
4  ßp[w*2 -2 (w -k )(| 'I' ) ,w2] * 4  ßp(w-k)[Cw2 (4 '2 +  tP,2 + l 'P " l )+ C t(,w3/2]dx (3.14)
The constant depending on the bounds on 9, 91, 9", ^3, but not constant C. 
Let M such that ||u||̂ M. We choose
t q
9(t) = -2M+ 6MeJ* e"S ds , q s l
define t^, t^ such that
X 1-_,qJ o e  ”  d s  = L  d " S  d s  = £2e
9(tx) = -M 9(t2) = M
-M ^ 9(t) i M for t^ £ t £ t,
We have t- > and t0 < tt" since 1 6e 2 2e
r1/2 -sq l X„ e ds > i  .
so for a choice of q to be made later, we have
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|i < t 1(q) < t  < t 2(q)
if -M<9(t)<M. Now
-tq9' = 6Me e t’-1 -tq tp' = -6Meq e
9" tq_1
cjpt = -q if.')’ = -q(q-l)tq'2
1 jjpi»We have 9' >0 9, 9', 9", bounded - (̂ p«) f >0. Let us now choose q such that
„2
or
- ( f , v  > c (j ; 2 + <p'2 + 1 9 " ! )
/ i\<-cl“2 ^ or 2 2q-2 , 0 , 2  2 -2tq , a-l -tqq(q-l)tn >£[q t n +36M e e + 6Meqt e ]
(3.15)
which is satisfied for q large enough. Therefore we deduce from (3.14)
Ja  ^ £ w *2 " (w" k )(|*t) ,w2 ] d x i i tfA (w -k )C CpW3^2dx
kIAk p
cpii
hence since w ^ k  and -(■̂ l)'
(3.16)
k1/2 £ -2K. — | .
C9
1/2 C9 C9Therefore if k »>^77, the set A, is of measure 0. This proves that —7 is
Ĉj) *
a bound for w.
3.2. Existence and Uniqueness
Theorem 3.1: Assume that the function />., p,, v in (3.1) are C , bounded with
bounded derivatives. Then there exists one and only one solution of (3.1)
3which is C bounded as well at its derivatives.
Proof; Let 9(z) be a smooth function such that
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8(z) = z if (z) £ k
le> |*i
0 bounded U(z) I s Min( |z I ,C)
We consider the equation
-u" +Yu + e(u')2X2 +Poi' = v (3.17)
The nonlinear term
H(x,p) = 0(p)2A2(x)
is Lipschitz in p, since
H =29 6 X2(x).
P P
Therefore there is existence and uniqueness of the solution of (3.17)
2(although since 0(p) is not convex equation (3.17) does not correspond a 
priori to a control problem).
3 1The solution of (3.17) is Cb< Now redoing the calculation of 
Lemma 3.2 , by virtue of the assumptions of 0, once easily checks that the same 
estimates remain valid. Now if k is the bound on |u* I obtained in Lemma 3.2, 
we see that 0(u') =u'. Hence the existence. Uniqueness is the consequence of 
the maximum principle. Indeed if u, u are two solutions then setting
v = u - u
we have by difference 
1
Cb = space of functions with n derivatives continuous and bounded.
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-vM -f-Yv + X v , (u , + u ,) + ^ '  =0
and since u', u' are bounded the maximum principle shows that v = 0. •
Theorem 3.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, (3.3) holds and there 
exists an optimal control.
Proof: More precisely, we prove that (3.3) holds for the following class of
admissible controls; v(t) is non anticipative.
Then the solution of (3.2) is defined in the space 1C = iylE sup ly(t)l2 < 00 } 5
Ost^T
VT finite.
By virtue of the regularity properties of the solution of (3.1), 
the standard theory of Stochastic Control (see Fleming-Rishel [4]) yields the 
desired result. The optimal control is defined by the following feedback rule
u(t) = -^(y(t))u'(y(t)) (3.18)
where y(t) is the optimal state. a
pTurning back to function u^ we have
Theorem 3.4. Assuming all functions of x entering in (1.2), (1.3) C^, then
0 3 1 1Uq is uniquely defined by (2.14) in Cb> and , u^ are uniquely defined and
1 2 2 2 2 1 0 Cb . If the coefficients are Cb then u^, u2, u^, uQ are well defined and Cb .
If the coefficients are sufficiently smooth, we can define in a unique way
the functions u^ up to a given index p.
2 0 4 Proof: Assume the coefficients to be Cb (for instance), Uq is then in Cb ,
1 2  1 2  2 1 and u2 £Cb , u^€cb. From (2.15) with r = 1, one obtains u^ £cb , from (2.16)
with r = 1, Hj - 1  one obtains u2 €Cb , from (2.19) one obtains u^ £Cb and from 
1 2(2.20) uQ €Cb . Clearly we can make an induction argument. ■
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4. Interpretation of the Limit Problem
We now give the interpretation of u° = u with respect to the original 
control problem (1.2), (1.3). This is the reduced control problem. The 
reduced control problem consists in setting e^O, after multiplication by e, 
i.e. ,
hence
ax + b 4- 2cyv = 0
b + 2av
z -  - -------a
and using this in the slow system equation, we obtain
dx = (- — (b + 2cw) 4-d + 2 3v)dt dw (4.1)
x(0) = x
00
J°(V(-)) = E J*o e"Yt[(f-|(b+2av))2 + v2]dt.
To see the connection with (2.14) and (3.2) under a suitable choice of X, 
p., v we make the following change of control variable
~ a . „ (fa - bh)cdi v = v -7T + 2 —
A2 (4.2)
then after easy calculations, one can rewrite problem (4.1) as follows
dx - (---■. bc + ̂  -^a “ tfc.) (fa - bh)ah + 2 7 (3a - ac) ) d t d w
or as it is easily verified
dx = a <da - be) + 4ta(f(Pa - arc) +h(dff - Pb)> dt + 2 (&a - ac) ~ + v £-
2a 4- 4a h X 2 +4a2h2
dw (4.3)
with a payoff functional
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Jx(v(.)) -E r e ~ YC[v(t)2 + ̂ a ~ b^  ]dt 
° a r + 4a n
(4.4)
This is exactly the form (3.2), (3.3) with the choices
_ (fa -bh)
2 2 2 
& +4ff h
a (da - be) + 4hcx(f (3a - ckc) -f h(do - 3b))
2 , , 2, 2a + 4a? h
a = 3a - ore/ 2 . 2. 2va + 4o h
(4.5)
Therefore we may state.
Lemma 4.1: The function u = u° is the Bellman function of a stochastic control---------  ------------  o --------------------------------------- — — — —----
problem, which is obtained from (1.2) as follows 
dx = (cz+ d +  20v)dt+V5" dw^
0 = az + b + 2cyv (4.6)
x(0) = x
J°(v(-)) - E j V Yt[(f + hz)2 + v2Jdt. (4.7)
The optimal control of this reduced problem is obtained by the following 
feedback
vs(x) (c u e - 3a)2 _L/ 2.2a +4a h
•auOx + 2
(fa - bh)oh
2 , , 2, 2a + 4ck h
1
(4.8)
We define zg(x) as the value of z defined by (4.6) when we apply 
the feedback control (4.8) vg(x), namely
s stands for slow.
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b +2 ov





V x > f c v (pa’ “c)u-
4a fh ab
*2 " .2 (4.9)
We now introduce the composite control as in Chow-Kokotovic [2], [3],
Going back to the optimal feedback (1.8), we consider the first term of its 
expansion obtained from (2.4), namely
vc(x,z) = -(PuoX + Q̂ )  - 2azU2
and using (2.13) we obtain




Lemma 4.2: The composite control vc(x,z) can be written as follows
vc(x,z) = vs(x) - 20̂ 2(z-zg) '(4.12)
Proof; We compute from (4.11) and (4.8)
vc(x,z) -vs(x) *u°x (3a -o^c)(| + ̂ 2) -  lo tu ^ z - ̂ (2bu* + 2fh) + 2 + bh>
= -2au2z -f











a a v 2aba
4a a ¿fa a -4-a A
Taking into account (4.9) we obtain (4.12).
As in Chow-Kokotovic one can interpret the 2nd term in (4.12) as 
the optimal control for the following control problem.
zf(0) = 0
provided that we interpret z -z as z (x being frozen).S X
5. Stabilization Property
Let us prove now tha«_ the composite control maintains the initial 
payoff bounded as e ~ * 0 , provided the coefficients are sufficiently smooth and 
Y is large enough, but fixed.
Theorem 5.1: Assume the data sufficiently smooth and bounded and Y sufficiently
large but fixed. Choose in (1.2) the control to be defined by feedback (4.12). 
Then the functional (1.3) remains bounded as e-»0.
Proof: Since the coefficients are smooth enough, we may assume that the
functions v (x), z (x) are sufficiently smooth with bounded derivatives.
Using feedback (4.12), we consider the system
00
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dx = cz + d + 2Pv - 4a£u3’(z - z ) 4-V2" dw, s 2 ' s' 1
dz = 7 [az + b + 2a(vg - 2 ^ ( 2  -zs))]dt+V2 dw£ (5.1)
x(0) = 0, z(0) = z.
Setting z - z g = zf, we obtain a pair of stochastic processes x(t), zf(t) 
solutions of
dx = (czg +d +  2^vg 4- (c - +*J2~ dw^
dz_ - - ~ ^ ẑ -dt - z dx - z dt + V2"dw_ . f e f sx sxx 2
In deriving the 2nd equation we have used the fact that
az + b + 2orv = 0 s s
and
and by Ito's formula
/ 2 1 a - 4a u^ -A
dz = +z dx + z dts sx sxx
where z , z stand for the derivatives of z with argument x(t). 
We thus have simplifying notation
dx = (X(x) + X(x)zf)dt H-VF'dw^
dzf ■ - — ^zfdt + (m(x) + 6(x)zf)dt
- V2~ z dw1 + a/2~ dw0SX J. z
where 4(x), Y (x) , m(x), 6(x) are bounded functions.
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From Ito's formula we have
e Yt( |x(t) I2 + lzf(t) I2) = lx I2 + |z - zg(x) I2 + / oe”Ys[-Y( |x(s) |2 + |zf (s) |2)
+ (2 + zgx2)ds] +J^e Ys(2x(s)dx(s) + 2zf(s)dzf(s))
Set 9(t) = |x(t)|2 + |z^(t)|2 , we obtain by taking expectations
e"Y tE<:F(t) +YE J  e"Yscp(s)ds + - E J Az2 (s)ds £ C E + C + |x|2 + |z|2° e o r Q
where C is a constant depending only on the bounds of m, 6, 4, X and z .s
Therefore if Y is large enough but fixed, it follows that
00
; Y  4- Q , oe (|x(t)| + |z.(t)| )dt <C independent of 6, o r
from which it follows that
E f ° e  Yt( |x(t) |2 + |z(t) I2)dt <°°. 
o
Therefore
inf je (v(*))s:C independent of e. (5.2)( < x , z •)
The constant of course depends on the initial condition x,z. In fact we 
have
OSinf J* (v(.)) S C +  lx|2 + |z|2 (5.3)
v(-) ’
I
Lemma 5.1; When we apply the composite control, the corresponding states 
x, z satisfy
P°° —Y t i 14 i 14 ~E J e (|x(t)l +|z(t)| )dt;S:C (independent of e). (5.4)
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Proof: Similar to that, of Theorem 5.1, we apply Ito*s formula to
e'Yt(lx(t)l4 + | z(t) 1̂) and use the estimate already obtained
E J* e ^t( |x(t) I2 + |z(t) |2)dt <®. 
o
Let us now introduce








The constants being chosen such that the control v (t) obtained from the 
composite feedback (4.12) belongs to (5.6) for any e. This is possible by 
virtue of Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 5.1. Then we can state 
Theorem 5.2: We make the assumptions of Theorem 5.1, then
6 Ow (x,z) -> uq(x) pointwise as e-*0.
Proof: Consider
9e(x,z) = u°(x)+e(uJ(x)+zu^(x)+z2u^(x)).
Let v(t) be a control belonging to V and let x(t), z(t) be the corresponding 
solution of (1.2) (depending of course on e). By Ito's formula
E'f>6(x(t),z(t))e"Yt = ^(x.z) +E J‘V Ys[-Y'pe(x(s), z(s>)o
. p e
dcp 6 dip 1 a e+ • (cz + d + 2Pv) + —^  • -(az+b+2ov)+^CP (x(s), z(s))]ds.
We can let t-*-H=°, and deduce
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‘f (x,z) -E J e Yt[Yu° + e(uJ + zuJ + z2U2) - (cz + d +  28v) (u°x + e(ujx +zu*x
+ z K \ j )  - ( a z + b +2OT)(uJ; + 2zu^) -u°x x - zCuJ^ + z u ^  + z2^ ^ )  - 26zu^]dt
and using the equations for u^, u^, u^, we can write (5.7) as
00
96(x,z) = E J e Yt[(f+ hz)2 - (̂ Uqx + ĉ iJ+ 2azu2 + v)2 + v2 + e(uj + zu^ + z2u^)
(5.7)
- eicz + d K u ^  + zu^ + z ^ )  -zCuJ^ + z u ^  + z2« ^ )  ̂ 2ezu^]dt
(5.8)
Oxx lxx 2xx;
and since the control belongs to V,
^(XjZ) £ J (v(.)) + c ex, z
therefore letting e -* 0
0 eUq (x ) £ lim w (x,z) (5.9)
we now consider (5.8) with v equal to the composite control. We deduce from
(5.8)
9 (x,z) =J (vC) + 0(e) 2jw6(x ,z) + 0(e)
X  y Z
hence
0 -—  «Uq (x) 2; lim w (x,z)
from which and (5.9) we obtain the derived result.
Conelusion
In the deterministic problem considered by Chow and Kokotovic, there 
was no discount, and of course no noise. They had to assume that the reduced 
control problem has a solution. Using the composite control they derive
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under suitable assumptions results similar to those of Theorem 5.1 and 5.2 
(stabilization results). We have shown here that in the stochastic case 
(with perfect information), the discounted problem is well posed. This allows 
us to prove stabilization results, with the only assumptions that there is 
sufficient smoothness on the data, and that the discount factor is sufficiently 
large (but fixed). Our proof is completely different from that of Chow- 
Kokotovic.
Extensions of this work can be done in the following directions.
We can use a different scaling between noises and the dynamics of the system.
V2 dw2
It seems reasonable to take -j b . instead of Vz dw2 in the fast system
equation. One can consider the vector case, i.e. x, z are vectors as in 
Chow-Kokotovic. It would be nice to remove the assumption that Y is sufficient­
ly large.
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